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2. Adding Our Way to GREATness in 
Algebra II CHS 5000.00

The purpose of this project is to provide all students with calculators. 
Students will be able to use necessary tools such as the TI-84s on 
STAAR EOC exams. 

3. Adding Our Way to GREATness in 
Algebra I CHS 5000.00

The purpose of this project is to provide all students with calculators. 
Students will be able to use necessary tools such as the TI-84s on 
STAAR EOC exams. 

4. Steps to Success… Science Camp for 
Girls! CJH 5000.00

The identified at-risk seventh and eighth grade girls will connect to state 
mandated Science TEKS in a real-world application. After this 
experience, the girls will be better prepared for STAAR exams. 

5. "Shattered Dreams" Program CHS 1000.00

Shattered Dreams is a two-day, school based program that promotes 
responsible decision-making among high school students regarding 
undersage drinking, impaired driving as well as distracted driving by 
showing them how irresponsible choices can end all dreams. The 
program's focus is on changing the attitudes and behaviors of students 
and adults regarding underage drinking and distracted/impaired driving. 

6.     " Lend A Helping Hand 2013" CHS 2000.00
The purpose of this grant is to assist students (poverty stricken) with 
items that are needed to help meet their basic human needs in order to 
enhance their learning and participation in the classroom. 
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1. Adding Our Way to GREATness in 
Geometry CHS 5000.00

The purpose of this project is to provide all students with calculators. 
Students will be able to use necessary tools such as the TI-84s on 
STAAR EOC exams. 



7. "Hooked on Success 2013" CHS 2991.74

Hooked on Success is a camp that is designed to help kids become strong 
leaders, decrease student referrals, build self confidence and work on 
conflict management strategies. This camp also hopes to boost school 
spirit and performance. 

8. Building a Rock Solid Foundation-
Early Childhood Development 

Learning 
Connections 1973.00

The purpose of this grant is to provide economically disadvantaged 
families with learning opportunities and resources to help their children 
be successful both at home and at school. 

9. Creating a Butterfly Habitat as a SPED 
Community Service Progject to address 
STEM content for future employment. 

CJH 1806.90

This purpose of this grant is to create a butterfly habitat in the courtyard 
at the High School campus. During the project, the students will acquire 
grade level content and functional life skills for possible future 
employment. 

10. Drug Intervention Program District 692.95
This program is designed to educate and counsel students who have 
tested positive on a drug test administered under CISD's Suspicion Based 
Drug Testing Program. 

11. N-Spired to Do Well CHS 4895.00

The TI-Nspire is a handheld Wifi device that can be used to push 
material to students and to receive material from students. Students will 
have a better grasp of abstract concepts, students will be able to 
manipulate variables easily to see results of those manipulations, and 
students will be given formative assessments in short times which can 
then be sent to the teacher for an evaluation. 

12. Teacher Demonstration Technology CHS 934.00
The teacher will use the Labquest 2 handheld device to send data to the 
students own smart phone or tablet. The students can then analyze the 
same data together or independently as needed. 



13. Playing for Pride CHS 951.60
The purpose of this grant is to engage students through learning how to 
play guitar. Music is a great way to reach students that are not currently 
participating in other school activities. 

14. MathFacts in a Flash using the 
2Know Classroom Response System CIS 3879.79

MathFacts in a Flash provides the practice in basic math facts at a 
student's individual level necessary to attain automaticity. Personalized 
practice and automatic advancement to new math levels allow each 
student to work at his or her own pace. 

15. Teens for Change-Creating a change CHS 996.00
Anti bullying program. High school students go to the Intermediate 
campus and mentor the 4th and 5th grade. This program will also include 
mentoring activities for the elementary level students. 

              42,120.98 Total Amount of Grants Requested
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